The Tm"' and the Al" nuclear magnetic resonance have been studied in cubic thulium aluminum garnet.
I. INTRODUCTION ARE -EARTH garnets have received considerable
attention with regard to their magnetic and optical properties and their magnetic and electric crystalline fields. The iron garnets are ferrimagnetic up to about 300'C, while the aluminum and gallium garnets generally are paramagnetic to liquid-helium temperatures. The garnet structure is cubic )space group Os(10)-1a3d], with cation coordina, tes which are simple frac- Recent Tm" NMR studies' of the intermetallic paramagnets TmP, TmAs, and TmSb have shown that the thulium-ion effective magnetic moment has the free-ion value within experimental error. In thulium gallium garnet (TmGaG), however, the Tm'" NMR results' show that the crystalline field interaction causes the thulium ion to have an orthorhombic magneticsusceptibility tensor which is fairly anisotropic at 4'K.
The average of the tensor components agrees well with a measurement' of the bulk paramagnetic susceptibility, which is isotropic because of the cubic structure. The electric quadrupolar coupling constants have been measured for iron sites in iron garnets by Mossbauer studies, 4 and for aluminum sites in several aluminum garnets employing Al' NMR. "
'E. D. Jones, Phys. Rev. Letters 19, 432 (1967) ; Proc. Coll.
Internat. les Elements des Terres Rares, CNRS No. 180, Paris, Grenoble, 1969, p. 149 (to be published).
We discuss here in more detail previously reported~re-sults of Tm'" and Al" NMR measurements on TmAlG. The Tm" NMR) which was studied only below 4'K, yields the orthorhombic magnetic-susceptibility tensor which is considerably more anisotropic than for TmGaG. From the paramagnetic shifts of the AP' resonance, we obtain the temperature dependence of the susceptibility tensor components between 1.5 and 300'K. 
IV. Al' NMR RESULTS

A. Analysis of AP' Spectra
The thulium resonance is unobservable above approximately 20'K, so the temperature dependence of the Tm'+ magnetic susceptibility was obtained from AP~N MR measurements of the paramagnetic shifts due to the thulium ions. The aluminum NMR also yielded the quadrupolar coupling constants le'qQ/hl at the aluminum sites. The a site coupling constant is small enough so that only first-order terms in the quadrupolar perturbations of the Zeeman levels are important, but, for the d site, the second-order terms are important and the third-order terms are not negligible in some instances. Accordingly, we had to use the following rather complicated analysis to separate the paramagnetic and quadrupolar effects on the Al" NMR spectra.
The AP' a and d sites have axial symmetry, so we were able to use the following expressions for transition frequencies developed by Pound" and corrected by Volkoff, " which apply to spin-2 nuclei in an axially symmetric efg: The general form of the spectra, ignoring paramagnetic shifts and including only first-order quadrupolar shifts, is shown in Fig. 3 . The a and d sites give no splitting at 0' and 54.7, respectively, because from The paramagnetic shifts at the AP' sites are plotted as functions of temperature in Fig. 4 . As shown in Table III , the shifts at 1. 5'K agree quite well with the shifts calculated for point dipoles Hs (K)(N~a t the thulium sites, where {K) is the Tm'+-ion susceptibility tensor obtained from Tm'" NMR. The shifts were calculated using a dipole sum program which summed the dipolar field components parallel to Hp from all Tm'+ ions within a radius of 100 A of the aluminum nucleus. Table III shows that interchanging the axes of the X2 and X3 components of the susceptibility tensor from those shown in Fig. 1 gives calculated shifts which do in Eqs. (7) is zero. The efg at the d sites is large enough so that the second-order quadrupolar interaction gives three lines at 54.7', but second-order effects on the a-site spectrum are negligible. Figure 3 shows that the d~sites have half the splitting of the d» sites at all orientations, giving seven lines of which three are degenerate. Second-order quadrupolar shifts separate these degenerate lines in some cases, and at low temperature, the paramagnetic shifts cause even greater separation. At low temperature, the paramagnetic shifts also lift the degeneracy of the a1 and a& quintets for /=90', because the E's for these sites differ since the site axes mak. e different angles with Hp.
At liquid-helium temperatures, the resonances become so broad that lines of the a-site quintets generally cannot be resolved, but the a2 sites give an observable broad line because their spectra have double strength and small splitting. We plotted Hp with respect to each other from 1. 5'K to room temperature, indicating that the deviations of the measured paramagnetic shifts from those calculated using the point-dipole approximation have a cause which is effective over this entire temperature range. These deviations probably occur because the nearest thulium ions produce fields at the Al' sites which differ appreciably from point dipole fields, although the possibility of a transferred hyperfine interaction is not ruled out. Table IV shows that the best agreement with the susceptibility found from Tm'" %MR at 1. 5'K occurs for the X; values found by omitting the a-site E& equation, a,nd probably these values are close to the actual susceptibility at higher temperature also. A log-log plot of these susceptibility component values against T ' is shown in Fig. 5 Xo --0.551 emu/g ion and 5/4=46'K (X '=32 cm '), is compared in Fig. 5 with the X~points.
Second-order perturbation theory applied to the foregoing two-level model predicts a saturation effect AX2/X~--~X 2H,'/%~8 = -0.358 && 10 OHO', an order of magnitude too small to be seen with our experimental accuracy. The paramagnetic shifts measured at O'K for fields up to 21000 6 show some tendency to decrease with increasing field, but not enough to establish the existence of sa, turation.
C. AP' Quadrupolar Coupling Constants
The temperature dependences of the quadrupolar coupling constants~e'qQ/h~are shown in Fig. 6 The a-site coupling constant decrease with temperature is considerably faster than would occur if the charge distribution expanded uniformly with temperature, for any reasonable coeS.cient of thermal expansion. If a model having temperature-independent charges at the nuclear sites is used to calculate the efg at the a site, the temperature dependence of the efg must be ascribed mainly to the oxygens, because as Burns" has pointed out, the crystal symmetry is such that if the same charge (such as 3e) is assigned to both the Tm'+ and AP+ sites, the efg's contributed by the Tm'+ and AP+ ions will cancel. Since our lattice sum shows that the greater part of the efg contributed by point charges at oxygen sites is due to the nearest oxygens for both u and d sites, we believe that the decrease in efg is due mainly to a decrease with increasing temperature in the distortion of the oxygen octahedron surrounding the a site.
For the aluminum d sites, the efg's contributed by the thulium and aluminum ions do not cancel. These ions form a lattice which must expand exactly as the unit cell expands, giving an efg contribution that decreases with increasing temperature. The oxygens, however, can move relative to the unit cell as temperature changes. Accordingly, an explanation in terms of this point-charge model of the d-site efg increase with increasing temperature requires a relative change in oxygen position, which probably involves an increase in distortion of the oxygen tetrahedron surrounding the d site.
A comparison of these results with coupling constants for other aluminum garnets and for iron garnets is made in Fig. 7 and Table V. The unshielded field gradient q"=q/(1 -p") is plotted in Fig. 7 The calculated q" for the aluminum a sites are based on lattice sums which we performed over all oxygens within a 100 A radius of the a site, using essentially the same computer program as we used for the magnetic dipole sums. For the d sites, we performed a similar lattice sum for the oxygens and, in addition, used the " G. Burns, Phys. Rev. 124, 524 (1961) . '4 T. P. Das and R. Bersohn, Phys. Rev. 102, 733 (1956) . "R.M. Sternheimer, Phys. Rev. 130, 1423 (1963 . 16 G. E. Pake, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Sci. 4, 33 (1954 For each of the four series consisting of aluminum and iron a and d sites, the variation of q"with lattice constant is about the same for the calculated and experimental values. The experimental agreement with the prediction that the q" for the aluminum iz sites are much smaller than for the iron a sites indicates that the a-site coupling constant is governed primarily by distortion of the oxygen octahedron surrounding the a site, since only the oxygens contribute to the calculated u-site efg and the nearest six oxygens give the major part of this contribution. The paramagnetic resonance of trace amounts of V'+ in single-crystal hexagonal zinc oxide is reported.
The EPR spectrum is fitted with an axially symmetric spin Hamiltonian with five empirically determined parameters: D, gll, gq, A, and B. The spin-Hamiltonian parameters are interpreted in terms of the Racah parameter 8, the crystal-field parameters Dq, Ds, Dt, and the spin-orbit coupling constant X. The values of these parameters derived from the EPR data are consistent with a model in which the V'+ replaces a Zn'+ in a trigonally elongated tetrahedral site. This is in agreement with a recent redetermination of the crystallographic unit-cell parameters of Zn0. 
